Recovery from propofol anesthesia: a quantitative electroencephalographic analysis.
Four numerical descriptors (median frequency, spectral edge frequency-95%, total power, and delta-ratio) derived from the computer-processed electroencephalogram (Neurometrics Lifescan) were analyzed for their ability to predict imminent arousal from total intravenous anesthesia with propofol. Fifteen patients undergoing minor surgical procedures without intubation were enrolled in the study. Arousal was defined as eye opening in response to verbal stimuli. During emergence from propofol, there were no significant changes among the descriptors except the delta-ratio. Significant change of delta-ratio occurred 210 seconds before patients' arousal and thereafter. An increase of delta-ratio value indicates that patients shifted from anesthetic to arousal state. It is concluded that the degree of delta-ratio change may be used for predicting patients' arousal from propofol anesthesia.